Already have a mechanical contractor. No problem. Panelbuilt will supply your contractor with the pertinent information he needs to properly design and supply your HVAC system.

Cleanrooms by Panelbuilt incorporate a hidden return air chase system. Utilizing the wall cavity itself in conjunction with properly sized return louvers, Panelbuilt is able to eliminate the expensive ductwork and/or chase walls often associated with hardwall modular cleanroom systems. This translates into a final product that is more attractive, less expensive, and easier to install.

**We Will Work With Your Subcontractors**

Already have a mechanical contractor. No problem. Panelbuilt will supply your contractor with the pertinent information he needs to properly design and supply your HVAC system.

**Cleanrooms**

Modular Hardwall Designs Up To Class 1,000

It is no surprise that the need for a cleanroom can be overwhelming. Panelbuilt can help with the confusion. The panels, windows, and doors common to our in-plant modular office system already meet your Class 1000, Class 10,000, and Class 100,000 needs. Our sales staff has the knowledge to combine our wall system with the appropriate cleanroom components to insure your cleanroom meets your strict requirements.